Calculating Oracle's SEMAPHORE Requirements: 
============================================ 
Semaphores should be allocated for a system as follows: 
1. For each database 'instance' you wish to run list out the 
'processes' parameter from the "init<SID>.ora" file. 
2. For MIPS based machines only: Add 1 to each of these figures. 
Keep this list of figures for use as the 'ORAPROC' parameter in 
step 4. 
3. Sum these figures. 
The figure you have is the number of semaphores required by Oracle 
to start ALL databases. Add to this any other system requirements 
and ensure SEMMNS is AT LEAST this value. 
Ie: SEMMNS >= SUM of 'processes' for all Databases 
+ 1 per database (MIPS only) 
+ other system requirements. 
4. Semaphores are allocated by Unix in 'sets' of up to SEMMSL 
semaphores per set. You can have a MAXIMUM of SEMMNI sets on the 
system at any one time. SEMMSL is an arbitrary figure which is 
best set to a round figure no smaller that the smallest 'processes' 
figure for any database on the system. This is not a requirement 
though. 
Note that SEMMSL is not used on all unix platforms. Eg: HPUX 
does not have a SEMMSL limit on the number of semaphores in any 
one set. 
To determine Oracle requirements for SEMMNI: 
Take each figure from step 2 & substitute it for ORAPROC below: 
Sets required for Instance = (ORAPROC / SEMMSL) rounded UP. 
Sum these figures for all instances. This gives you Oracle's 
SEMMNI requirement. Add to this any other system requirements. 
System requirements are generally 10% above what Oracle 
requires, however you need to take into account any other 
programs that require semaphores. 
5. On MIPS systems SEMMNU should be set at least equal to SEMMNS. 
6. Oracle 8.0.x and 8.1.x try to allocate twice as many semaphores as 
are in the "init<SID>.ora" file on startup. For example, if 
processes = 200, Oracle will need 400 to startup the SGA. This 
needs to be part of your calculations. 
Example: If you have 3 databases and the "init.ora" files have 100 
150 and 200 processes allocated for each database then you would 
add up the three numbers 100 +150+200 =450 and an extra 10 
processes per database 450 +30 = 480. You would need to set SEMMNS 
to at least twice this number (480 *2 = 960 semmns =960). 


